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The Mauser 98 stock from CoreLite is the most convenient stock ever made for sporterizing surplus and commercial Mauser 98
rifle actions!   Available with two different barrel channels - F34 and F54 - making the stock a drop-in fit with threaded and
short-chambered Adams & Bennett Barrels in those contours.  There's no barrel channel inletting required.  Just drop your bar-
reled action into the stock, tighten the guard screws, and go to the range!  Fajen® pioneered the development of stocks that were
keyed for a drop-in fit with threaded, short chambered barrels.  CoreLite has pioneered the same concept in synthetic stocks!
Military Mausers with the original stepped barrel will fit F34 stocks with removal of the rear sight band and minor fitting.
Available in Phantom Black or Mossy Oak Breakup (Mossy Oak in F34 barrel contour only).  Note: If the original bolt handle has
been bent down or replaced, it will be necessary to "rasp-in" a bolt handle notch in the stock.

Description ..........................................................................................................................................................Product #
Mauser 98 F34 Barrel Channel Phantom Black ..............................................................................................................485-692
Mauser 98 F34 Barrel Channel Mossy Oak Breakup (Pictured) ......................................................................................133-264 
Mauser 98 F54 Barrel Channel Phantom Black (Pictured) ..............................................................................................398-406

STOCKS FOR THE RUGER 10/22®

Your Ruger 10/22 never looked so good or performed so well!  This stock was designed
to provide a drop-in fit for your Ruger 10/22 action fitted with a .920" heavy barrel.  It features positive

checkering on the grip and forearm areas, and is engineered to provide ultimate balance and performance.  The
CoreLite Ruger 10/22 is light and durable, and comes with sling swivel studs and non-slip rubber recoil pad installed.  Does not
fit Ruger 10/22 Magnum®.

Description ..........................................................................................................................................................Product #
Ruger 10/22 .920" Barrel Channel Phantom Black (Pictured) ..........................................................................................492-648
Ruger 10/22 .920" Barrel Channel Mossy Oak® Breakup™ (Pictured) ............................................................................130-163

MAUSER 98 STOCKS


